CONCRETE SHAVER

TRUE QUALITY
PRODUCTIVE
EFFICIENT & DURABLE
SET

SET

10”

TURBO BLADE

707326

800015

SELF
PROPELLED

Continuous cutting rim with 7mm full effective
“diamond” depth. Diamond rim consists of top quality
synthetic diamond grit bonded in a special matrix
designed to generate the best cutting speeds – life
time ratio when used in medium to hard concrete. The
Turbo Shape generates less friction during the cutting
process enabling motor power to be transmitted to the
concrete 9 Cooling holes in the steel center ensure a
perfect heat transmission while cutting and therefore
.avoid the risk of “warping” and tension loss of the
steel blade center.

PUSH

707410

TURBO BLADE
Continuous cutting rim with 7mm full effective
“diamond” depth. Diamond rim consists of top quality
synthetic diamond grit bonded in a special matrix
designed to generate the best cutting speeds – life
time ratio when used in medium to hard concrete. The
Turbo Shape generates less friction during the cutting
process enabling motor power to be transmitted to the
concrete 9 Cooling holes in the steel center ensure a
perfect heat transmission while cutting and therefore
avoid the risk of “warping” and tension loss of the
steel blade center

FACTS
DTF25

SIDE
ATTACHMENT

707417

COMPLETE DRUM

707289

DRUM
Distance to Wall: 4.2”
Dimensions: 45”x19”x45”
One complete drum contains:
65 washers
66 diamond blades turbo

DRUM
Very easily mounted on the machine in minutes
Distance to wall: .06”
Weight: 33lbs
Dimensions: 13“x8.5”x8”
One complete drum contains:
21 washers
22 diamond blades turbo

707534

SIDE
ATTACHMENT

480 V -3 PHASE - 15HP

PROFILE

DTF 25

COMPLETE DRUM

CSP1 CSP2 CSP3 CSP4 CSP5 CSP6

CSP7 CSP8 CSP9 CSP10
CSP10
701235

DIRECTIONAL
GUIDE

DTF25

MACHINE
WEIGHT

CUTTING
WIDTH

CUTTING
DEPTH

380-390 sqf
p/hour

SIDE ATTACHMENT

135 sqf
p/hour

WHAT
ARE
SHAVERS
USED
FOR?

CONCRETE STOCK REMOVAL FOR
FAST AGGREGATE EXPOSURE
Removing coating, epoxy and glue
Correcting concrete joints
Lippage removal

486 lbs

10”

soft
1/2”

33 lbs

3.5”

1/2

hard
1/3”
1/3”

Eliminating trip hazards
Deep cutting and track cutting

